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INTRODUCTION

Emerging salespeople typically believe that all
business is good business and, to an extent, I can
understand this viewpoint. If you are trying to make a
name for yourself, being put under pressure by your
sales manager to get “runs on the board” and earn
the respect of the more experienced and successful

members of the team, it is difficult to walk away from any opportunity if you
believe you have the remotest chance of winning it.

However, it is essential that more seasoned professionals fully understand both
the value and importance of rigorous objective qualification - not just at the
front end, but all the way through the sales cycle.

Here are some thoughts on why I believe rigorous opportunity assessment is so
important at the front end.

Jonathan Farrington
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OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT – THE BASICS

Qualification is a process - not a single event - and even internal and reactive
salespeople should be fully skilled in asking a small number of basic questions
regarding precise requirements, time scales, budget, competition etc.  before
they are prepared to reveal their price and delivery.

External salespeople have the opportunity to meet
with prospective customers and it is far easier to
extract information face to face, than it is via the
telephone. However, it is vital that some initial answers
are elicited prior to that first exploratory meeting in
order to ensure that the meeting will be worthwhile to
both parties. With sales costs spiralling upwards and
sales time becoming limited, considerable prudence is
required on the part of the salesperson.

During that first meeting, a considerable amount of
detail can and should be uncovered - e.g.
background and history of the company, the key
individuals,  the  composition  of  the  DMU

(DecisionMaking Unit) if there is one, timescales, budget, competition, current
suppliers, buying criteria etc. Only by rigorous questioning will the salesperson
be able to answer the following questions when they get back to the office: Is
there a requirement / need that my company can satisfy? Is it winnable? Do I
want it?

The very best sales professionals will not pursue the opportunity, after proper
objective analysis, if the answer to any of those questions is “No”. They will
rather invest their precious selling time seeking out and closing opportunities
that will provide a profitable return on that investment.

Only by rigorous
questioning will
the salesperson be
able to answer the
following questions
when they get
back to the office:
Is there a
requirement/need
that my company
can satisfy? Is it
winnable? Do I
want it?
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At the very highest selling levels - i.e. strategic “big-ticket” selling and
marketing, clearly the sales cycle is much more protracted, complex and
typically moves through four stages:

● Rigorous opportunity assessment
● Develop a strategy
● Present the solution and re-assess the opportunity
● Gain formal commitment, sign the order and develop

TO RESUME…

Having a tilt at every windmill that presents itself is neither practical, nor
profitable. Qualification is a core competency that every professional
salesperson should take on board, as quickly as possible. Working to the maxim
that “All business is good business” is unrealistic and totally erroneous. It takes just
as long to work an unprofitable opportunity through the pipeline, only to lose it
at the death, as it does a profitable one. The ability to determine which is which
can have a huge impact on your ultimate success, in a front-line sales role.

UNDERSTANDING TYPES OF NEEDS

Customers and prospects possess a hierarchy of
needs, which have to be uncovered, and the very best
professional salespeople have become masters at
recognising those needs.

Rarely do you get information, unless you ask for it. You need information to sell
your services or products and look for future sales possibilities. Skilful questioning
means that you do not seem to be imposing on the prospect by asking too
many questions.
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TYPES OF NEEDS

● ‘Implied Needs’ are statements about problems, difficulties and
dissatisfaction

An example would be: “Our system is too slow, we cannot handle the
volumes and the system is unreliable”

● ‘Explicit Needs’ are specific customer statements of wants or desires

An example might include: “We need a faster system, we have to cut costs
and we need more reliability”

Uncovering  Implied  Needs  will  suffice  only  in  small  sales.  As  the  sales
opportunity grows larger, the more important it is to uncover Explicit Needs.

‘IMPLIED NEEDS’ HAVE TO BE DEVELOPED INTO ‘EXPLICIT NEEDS’ WITH
QUESTIONS

Types of questions:

● Uncovering Questions to find out about problems or implied needs

● Developing  Questions  take  the  implied  needs  and  develop  them  into
explicit needs
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UNCOVERING ‘IMPLIED NEEDS’

Situation Questions find facts and information about the customer’s present
situation:

● “How many people do you employ?”
● “What markets are you in?”
● “What is your annual sales revenue?”

Problem Questions find out about problems, difficulties
or dissatisfaction:

● “How easy to use is your system?”
● “Is the system reliable?”
● “Do you have quality problems?”
● “How do you manage with.......?”
● “Are you satisfied with........?”

DEVELOPING NEEDS

In a larger sale, uncovering problems and offering solutions does not work.
Needs have to be developed using implication questions. Implication questions
will increase the seriousness of the problem.

THE VALUE EQUATION

● Cost of solution outweighs the problem
● Implication questions take the problem and build it up
● It becomes large enough to justify action
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QUESTIONS TO DEVELOP NEEDS

Implication questions about the effects, consequences or implications of the
customers problems:

● “You  say  the  software  is  hard  to  use  -  how  does  that  affect  your
productivity?”

● “The data is easy to lose - what does this mean to your company?”
● “So you return fewer calls - how does it affect your customer service?”

QUESTIONS TO CAPITALISE ON DEVELOPED NEEDS

Need   pay   off   questions? Question   the   value   or
usefulness of the proposed solution:

● “How will this help you?”
● “Why do you need to do this?”
● “Why is this important to you?”

SUMMARY

Using questioning techniques, you can control the prospect in almost any given
situation. You can guide the prospect towards acceptance of your solution.
Should you need to, you can use questioning techniques to regain control.

NB: These techniques are very effective when used at the “Exploratory
Meeting” stage.

Using questioning
techniques, you
can control the
prospect in almost
any given situation. 
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HOW TO UNCOVER NEEDS PAINLESSLY USING THE FUNNEL TECHNIQUE

Working on the basis that you are dealing with the MAN (the person with the
Money, the Authority and the Need), you must very quickly assess if you have a
potential prospect or not. In other words, can their needs be met by the
products and services you have to offer?

It may not always be obvious to the prospect that they
can use your products, but your industry experience
tells you that they can. In this instance, we are looking
for an opportunity to uncover some needs. You cannot
create needs - but you can uncover them.

The key to uncovering needs lies in good questioning techniques. Questioning is
a skill that requires much practice and concentration, but once mastered
serves you well because it allows you to:

Sell Not Tell
Most emerging salespeople talk too much - “They’re good talkers, they must be
salespeople” or “All you need, to be a salesperson, is the gift of the gab” are
often heard misnomers! Most prospects, at the sales stage, come to expect
that a salesperson will probably talk at them for too long and very little,
especially about their needs. You want to do the unexpected with your
prospects and sell, not tell. Do remember that customers and prospects are most
comfortable when they are part of the process and not part of the audience.

Listen
If you are talking, you are not listening! If you do not listen, you will never find out
enough information about the prospect or their needs. Apply the 80/20 rule,
you should use questioning techniques so that the prospect is doing 80% of the
talking and you are only doing 20%. God provided us with two ears and only
one mouth and we should use them in that order!

The key to
uncovering 
needs lies in
good questioning
techniques.
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Uncover Needs, Painlessly
Rarely do you receive information, unless you ask for it. You need information to
sell your services or products and look for future sales possibilities. Skilful
questioning means that you do not seem to be imposing on the prospect by
asking too many questions.

Maintain Control
Using questioning techniques, you can control the prospect in almost any given
situation. You can guide the prospect towards acceptance of your solution.
Should you need to, you can use questioning techniques to regain control.

Probably the single most important skill that a
salesperson can possess is good questioning
techniques - and it is certainly one of the most under
estimated and under used selling skills. Several other
sales techniques also rely heavily on your ability to ask
questions effectively.

Types of Questions
There are basically two types of questions - open and
closed (sometimes called indirect and direct). ‘Open
questions’ are used to get people to open up and
provide information, whilst ‘closed questions’ are used
to solicit commitment and will prompt a “yes” or “no”
answer.

Once again, our 80/20 rule comes into play. You should analyse your
questioning so as to make sure that you ask 80% open and 20% closed
questions. Unfortunately, closed questions are easier to ask and if we have a
compliant client, we lapse into the bad habit of reversing the 80/20 rule and
asking mainly closed questions.
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When you ask closed questions, even with the compliant client, you are doing
yourself a great disservice - it will be as much by luck, as by judgement, that you
are getting any information at all  and what you do find out will be limited.

Once the art of asking open questions is mastered, we take the types of
questions and expand and define them a little further, so that we can uncover
and then develop needs:

● Open Neutral Questions - These get uninfluenced and non specific answers

● Open Leading Questions - For long, influenced, specific answers

● Closed Questions - To solicit a short, influenced answer (usually just “yes” or “no”)

The Funnel Technique
This is a questioning technique - or rather a structure to use the technique within
- that keeps you on track as you guide your prospect towards your service or
product offering, once you have uncovered the needs.

The technique relies on you using the prospects own words back to them and
you must take notes. You will need to remember what the prospect says, both
now and possibly well into the future, so do not rely on your memory…
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Steps of the Funnel Technique
There are four steps to the technique, but that does not necessarily mean that it
will always be only four questions:

1. Motivate - why you are asking the questions

2. Open neutral questions - to get non-specific, un-biased information

3. Open leading questions - to get specific, biased information

4. Summary and gain commitment with closed questions

Step One

The first step is to motivate the prospect. You are going to hit the prospect with
a barrage of questions, so you want to prepare them for it. The best way to do
this is with motivation, not justification. You might consider using something they

said to provide some positive stroking. For example,
you might make reference to the size of their company
or department. They will be on the edge of their chair
waiting to tell you about it in more depth! Be careful
though not to sound too patronising - but top
salespeople are genuinely interested to learn as much
as they can about their client’s, or prospect’s, business
and are very good at creating rapport

Step Two

Now you have them relaxed, you can begin to probe for information - pegs to
hang the sale on and hot buttons. You want to find out as much as possible,
without leading or influencing the prospect.
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You want to encourage them to talk. You could ask
them, for instance, how their company is structured or
what the partnership does - never use closed questions
or be too specific at this stage.

At the second stage you will, more likely than not, get
several pieces of valuable information. You must take
notes, because you may want to go through the
funnel with each piece - and maybe several times.

Step Three

Once you have started to gather information and uncovered the hot buttons,
you use open leading questions to pin point specific areas that you want to
explore, exploit or lead the prospect into. Again, during Step 3, do not use
closed questions.

Step Four

Now you summarise, using their words and information, so as to get their
commitment of your understanding of the situation or their needs. You then
wait for the commitment and go back to Step One.

SUMMARY

Questioning, using the funnel technique, is one of the most powerful selling
tools available to you. The key to its success is to practice using it. First of all,
work on your open questions and then start to consciously differentiate
between open neutral and open leading.
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When you become skilful with this technique, selling becomes a lot easier -
turning small orders into large orders becomes easier too!

You can actually make the prospect ask for the products or services you have
to offer!

Just remember to ask:

How, What, Why, Where, When, Who, Which!  

THE EXPLORATORY MEETING

The Exploratory Meeting is a key element in the sales process. Typically, the
meeting will have been arranged, after qualification via the telephone, and a
decision made by both parties that it would be mutually beneficial to meet. It is
the exploratory meeting that will allow the professional salesperson to set the
ground rules and get a feel for the client and their needs.

As this is normally the first meeting, it is also where the
potential client will get his first impression of you -
therefore the way you look, act and conduct the
meeting will have a direct bearing on whether or not
you are able to proceed to the next stage. Finally, the
objective of the meeting is to gain commitment to the
next stage and NOT to try and get the order.
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KEY ELEMENTS TO A SUCCESSFUL EXPLORATORY MEETING

Pre-planning & Preparation:
● You will have confirmed your appointment in writing or via e-mail.
● You will have already carried out some initial investigation into the company,

the ethics etc. and, if time has allowed, you will have probably obtained
some company literature and a copy of their annual report.

● You  will  be  armed  with  names  of  clients  your  company  has  already
successfully helped within their market.

● You will be dressed smartly.
● You will arrive in plenty of time.
● You will act professionally and friendly to the receptionist (they may be a

relative of the Chairman!)
● Remember: Never sit down in reception areas, be psychologically prepared

Rapport/Empathy:
It is important that you do not ‘launch’ into your sales pitch as soon as you
meet, but that you try and put your client (and therefore yourself) at ease by
finding some common mutual ground to ‘break the ice’ with e.g. the weather, 

their premises, pictures on the wall, sports trophies etc.
Good rapport will result in the potential client being less
defensive.

Remember: 86% of buying decisions are based first on
emotion - i.e. Do they trust you?
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Courtesy:
This should be obvious, but is often forgotten through nerves etc. Remember
you are a ‘guest’ in their environment, so always be courteous. Time - ask the
client how long he/she is able to put aside for the meeting and adjust your
itinerary accordingly. If the time allocated is insufficient, then you need to
make a judgement as to whether you wish to carry on, or reschedule when
they can give you more time.

If a time is given and agreed upon, do not ignore it - they may have a meeting
with the Chairman! Five minutes before the time allocation is up, reconfirm that
they need to finish - more often than not, if they are interested, they will find
more time. If they can’t, then use the last five minutes to summarise and agree
the next stage.

Notes:
You will need to make notes - these are invaluable as they are a record of your
meeting and you will find yourself referring back to them throughout the sales
cycle. Ask the client if you can make notes - it’s polite!

Confirm Company Business:
You need to confirm the market they are in, ask them who they supply to, who
they buy from, who are their competitors - they may be clients of yours. If so, tell
them - it’s reassuring to a potential client that you have knowledge of their

industry. If they are not clients and you get this order,
they should definitely become prospects, so make a
note of them. By asking what the company actually
does will differentiate you from the traditional sales rep
who is only interested in the sale. You will get an insight
into the company’s culture, its strategies etc. People

like people who are interested in what they are doing and trying to achieve or
have achieved - that’s a fact!

Remember: Every organisation has commercial concerns - what are theirs?
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Confirm Position, Role within the Company:
Check that they are who you believe them to be. Find out if their title is indeed
just a title or whether they have the authority that goes with it. Never assume,

because they have the title, that they have the
authority - life is not always that straight forward!
Remember also that people like talking about
themselves - their responsibilities, their achievements -
so ask the questions and then listen. It is at this stage
you can often pick up the political elements of the
company - it will also enhance and strengthen the
rapport between you, especially if nobody has ever
bothered to ask them in the past about themselves
and their background.

Decision Making Unit:
Ask who else is involved in this project. Identify the buying influencers, but also
ask what the process is going to be, what are they expecting, benchmarks,
reference visits? If you have already enquired as to their position and role, then
asking about the DMU will be a natural progression and should not attract any
resistance. Remember though, do not use the term DMU in any shape or form!

Budget:
You need to know whether there is a budget - has it been approved and if so,
how much? There is no way of disguising this request for information. However, if
you have followed the previous elements, your client should by now see you as
a partner - someone who can help - and therefore should not feel threatened
by you asking such a straightforward question. If they ask the reason why you
need to know the budget, tell them you need to ensure that neither of you are
wasting your time, nor that you can supply a solution that they perhaps cannot
afford.

You need to know
whether there is 
a budget - has it
been approved
and if so, how
much? There is no
way of disguising
this request for
information.
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Time Scales:
Part of your telephone qualification should have been to establish timescales.
However, these can often change, so you need to confirm them - not only in
this meeting, but also periodically throughout the sales cycle.

Resistance/Constraints:
You need to be aware of any resistance that the client feels may occur to this
purchase and, where possible, offer advice on how to neutralise such
resistance - e.g. If they feel that the IT department are going to resist, then
would it not be wise to get them involved, or at least keep them informed, so
they do not feel threatened. Maybe that is something you could do? If the
resistance could come from the users, you can get them, or a representative of
theirs, involved so that they feel they have some ownership. They are then less
likely to resist when the goods are delivered. Is there anything that may restrain
them from progressing further? e.g. - is the purchase directly linked to them
receiving a large order?

Buying Criteria:
You need to find out how they will decide upon the final supplier or solution -
what will differentiate them / it from the rest? You then need to match your
solution and credentials with their buying criteria. If you are dealing with a
larger company, they may have a preferred suppliers list, so ask how you get on
it, who can you talk to in the buying department so that you may introduce
yourself as a potential supplier and find out what they require - it will save a lot
of headaches if you establish it now, rather than at decision time. It is also
advisable to find out what their standard terms of payment are, as you will
need to bear this in mind when you quote.
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Competition:
It is imperative to find out who else they are talking to and why - e.g. are they
the existing supplier? If so, how have they been performing? Although it would
suggest not that well, if the client is talking to you… But remember, never
assume - it may be company policy to go out to three suppliers. In that case,
are you just making up the numbers? Never criticise the competition, but rather
emphasise your strengths that will illuminate their weaknesses.

Expectation:
Ask them what they are hoping to achieve? The answer to this question is
always interesting. Hopefully, it will confirm what you have already surmised,

but sometimes it can throw up some unusual reasons
for wishing to purchase. If the latter is the case, you
need to ensure that this is a good enough reason to
progress with the sales cycle and for both you and the
company to spend further time and money on your
solution. Whatever they are hoping to achieve, you
must ensure that your proposal proves that it can
match that achievement.

Other Information:
Always ask if there is any other information that they feel would be useful for
you to have at this point - this will give them the opportunity to volunteer any
other data, which you may not have asked for. It is also a great get out clause if
during the sales cycle something crops up that you are not aware of - after all,
you did ask them if there was anything else they felt you should know.
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Summarise:
A good exploratory meeting will contain a number of summaries to confirm
that you have interpreted the answers to your questions correctly. If you are
unable to summarise during the meeting, you must ensure that you at least do
so at the end of the meeting - it is a neat way of bringing the meeting to a close
and it proves to the client that you were listening and understand his
requirements. It is also a good way of achieving commitment.

Commitment:
By this time, we must obtain commitment from the
client to progress to the next stage - whether it is
another meeting, a demonstration or presentation. By
using the summary, you will be able to introduce the
next stage and therefore get commitment to it easily.
You must always leave an exploratory meeting with
commitment from the client, to move to the next
stage.

INTRODUCING S.C.O.T.S.M.A.N – A SIMPLE BUT HIGHLY EFFECTIVE ENTRY
LEVEL QUALIFICATION TOOL

The following is an explanation of S.C.O.T.S.M.A.N. - a very basic, but
nevertheless accurate, forecasting and qualification system.

There are eight qualification elements that should be considered for each
potential client. If you identify five or more areas which are positive, then the
client is worth entering into the sales funnel and progressing further.

A good 
exploratory
meeting will
contain a number
of summaries to
confirm that you
have interpreted
the answers to your
questions correctly. 
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S.C.O.T.S.M.A.N. will not only allow you to identify potential buyers, but will
also enable you to identify areas which need converting, in order to ensure
that you achieve the sale.

SOLUTION

● Is there a solution you can supply and support?
● Can it be matched within your companies’ current portfolio?

Competition:
● Are you aware of whom you are competing against?

Originality:
● Can you offer something original or unique to this potential sale?

Timescales:
● Are you aware of their timescales?
● Are their timescale reasonable?
● Does it fall within you own sales cycle criteria?

Size:
● Is the potential order value worth the effort?
● Is your company large enough to handle it?

Money:
● Is there a budget allocated?
● How much is it? Is it approved?
● Is it reasonable? Can you provide a decent solution for that amount?
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Authority:
● Are you speaking to the right person?
● Do they have the authority to make the decision?
● Do you know who else is involved?

Need:
● Are you aware of all their needs?
● Can you match them?

IN SUMMARY

As I suggested earlier, as the value of the product,
service or solution increases, the depth of the
qualification should increase proportionally. Equally, it
is important to remember that qualification is an
ongoing process - not a single event!

It is important to
remember that
qualification is an
ongoing process -
not a single event!
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Jonathan Farrington

Jonathan Farrington is a globally recognized keynote speaker, business coach,
mentor, author, consultant, and thought leader, who has guided hundreds of
companies and more than one hundred thousand frontline salespeople and
sales leaders towards optimum performance levels.

He is the Senior Partner at Jonathan Farrington & Associates, and CEO of Top
Sales World, based in London & Paris.

Formerly, Jonathan was the CEO of The jfa Group, which he established in 1994
and sold in 2005.

Prior to that, he earned his spurs in some of the most demanding and
competitive market sectors – i.e. IT, Telecommunications and Finance.
Outstanding achievement at an early stage in his career provided a ‘fast-
track’ passage to several board level appointments, working with a number of
the largest and most successful international corporations including: IBM,
Wang, Legal and General, Andersen Consulting, Litton Industries and The Bank
of Tokyo.

Jonathan’s written work has been republished by a host of journals, including
The New York Times, The Washington Post and The London Times. He is
consistently named amongst the top most influential sales and marketing
experts in the world, and his award winning daily blog, which he first published
in 2006, for dedicated business professionals, can be found at
www.thejfblogit.co.uk

Jonathan’s LinkedIn profile can be found here:
www.linkedin.com/in/jonathanfarrington

And you will find him on Twitter - https://twitter.com/TopSalesWorld
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